
Towards a General Content Theory of Indices�Roger Schank Matthew Brand Robin Burke Eric DomeshekDaniel Edelson William Ferguson Michael Freed Menachem JonaBruce Krulwich Enio Ohmaye Richard Osgood Louise PryorInstitute for the Learning Sciences andNorthwestern UniversityEvanston, IllinoisA Content-Driven Approach to IndexingThe indexing problem, the problem of how to label casesin memory and retrieve them as needed, is a central issuein all case-based reasoning (CBR) systems. Most workon the indexing problem to date has been completelyprocess oriented, that is, it has focussed on algorithm-s that can be used to retrieve cases quickly. Almostnone of this work has looked at the content, or mean-ing, of the indices used to index cases. This paper isa �rst attempt to redress that imbalance; it presents acontent-driven approach to indexing and reports prelim-inary results from our working group at NorthwesternUniversity's Institute for the Learning Sciences (ILS).This group's goal has been to devise a content theory forindices of su�cient generality to support the full rangeof CBR projects at ILS.1Most projects at ILS involve retrieval of stories aboutintelligent agents and their actions; stories are cases richin casual and intentional connections amongst agentstheir actions and resulting states. Accordingly, we havetried to construct an index format capable of supportingremindings between stories based on a rich intentionalvocabulary. We believe this will prove to be the rightvocabulary for supporting all cross-contextual remind-ing. Our immediate objective however is a pragmaticone. We have not set ourselves the goal of discoveringthe \right" set of indices, that is, one that is valid in anyabsolute theoretical sense. We are in search of a set ofindices that is su�cient for our purposes.The bias towards processThe indexing problem is an issue because of intractabil-ity. Ideally, a case-based reasoning system would like�This paper describes work in progress. The Institute forthe Learning Sciences was established in 1989 with the sup-port of The Arthur Andersen Worldwide Organization and isadditionally funded in part by the Air Force O�ce of Scientif-ic Research (AFOSR), Defense Advanced Research ProjectsAgency (DARPA), and the O�ce of Naval Research (ONR).1These include: Case-based Biology Tutor, Case-basedLovelorn Advisor, Case-based Video Sales Training, StoryTelling Tool, etc.

to look at every case in its memory and analyze it withrespect to the problem at hand. Realistically, this isimpractical. The cases in the system's memory are, ingeneral, complex network structures, as is the problemdescription; analyzing each case with respect to the prob-lem will involve arbitrary graph matching. The indexingproblem is the problem of organizing cases in memo-ry and retrieving them in a way that avoids arbitrarystructure matching.The most common solution to this problem is to al-gorithmically reduce its complexity by reducing it to asimpler problem. This is frequently done by organizingcases in memory according to some set of labels intend-ed to indicate when the case will be useful, and thenextracting a similar set of labels from each input prob-lem. Once this is done, analysis of a case in memory forapplicability to the current problem is a matter of setmatching instead of graph matching, and the memorycan be organized using implementation techniques thatmake this more e�cient.The catch is that a focus on process leads to ad-hoccontent theories, adequate to a particular task, but unil-luminatingwith respect to the general indexing problem.New features are introduced as need to make necessarydiscriminations yet no overall content theory arises, oris even sought.Why focus on content?The unexplored alternative (or perhaps complementary)solution, which we adopt here, is to reduce the com-plexity of the problem by adding information about thestructure of the representations being matched. This canbe done by specifying a content theory of indices. Giv-en such a content theory, retrieval systems can matchspeci�c index components without having to resort tofull-blown graph matching. Given a su�ciently generalcontent theory, di�erent case-based reasoners can focuson di�erent components of the index structure withoutforcing the index structures to be domain-speci�c. Ide-ally, the content theory should specify a framework inwhich domain-speci�c information can be organized soas to allow cross-domain application of cases.This group's work is similar in avor to that of



earlier groups convened to propose and argue for s-tandard representational systems. The selection ofeleven action primitives for Conceptual Dependency(CD) [Schank, et. al. 75] was not aimed at discoveringthe correct set, but rather at allowing a line of research toproceed. CD supported a generation of programs explor-ing the utility of semantic knowledge in natural languageprocessing (NLP); these programs in turn demonstrat-ed the utility of CD. Such NLP research also raised newquestions, ultimately leading to our current concern withCBR and indexing.We are more interested in remindings based on com-binations of so-called \deep" features (e.g., the inter-actions of goals, plans, and events) than in remindingsbased on, possibly incidental \surface" features of a sit-uation's description. In other words, we would not beinterested in a reminding that occurred because two s-tories both involved green Volkswagens. We would beinterested in a reminding that occurred because two s-tories involved individuals pursuing plans and �ndingserendipitous side-e�ects that lead to the achievementof some long-standing goal that had been abandoned.We focus on such deep remindings for several reasons.Retrievals based on deep features often resemble people'sinteresting cross-contextual remindings [Schank 82], aphenomenon of human intelligence not otherwise ad-dressed by CBR. Each CBR system rightly describes itscases in terms of a vocabulary speci�cally suited to it-s own task and domain. We hope our general systemwill subsume parts of these domain-speci�c indexing vo-cabularies and suggest extensions providing support forboth within-domain and cross-domain remindings fromthe same index structure. This is important not sim-ply because people spontaneously exhibit both sorts ofremindings, but because we believe both are function-al: within-domain remindings allow application of ex-pert knowledge while cross-domain remindings supportreasoning and learning in the face of novelty.As a phenomena of dynamic memory, indexing rest-s on the concept of anomaly; we believe that an indexis generally formed when an anomaly is encountered inthe course of normal processing. A story, of course, maycontain many anomalies (as determined by the under-standers state of knowledge and beliefs) and thereby maypotentially occasion the formation of many indices. Eachindex so formed represents one anomaly, one reason toremember the story, one possible point of the story.Methodology and ClaimsThe ILS Indexing Project adopted the following researchmethodology: First, we collected a large number of storyremindings occurring naturally both in daily life and inthe particular performance domains of our own researchprojects. Second, we analyzed these remindings to de-termine what aspects of the event being observed led tothe reminding of the previous story. In trying to circum-scribe what belonged in the index we appealed to the

notion that an index ought to represent a single point(out of many possible) about a story. We also soughtto ensure that matching the proposed index structurewould be as simple as possible. Finally, from our manyanalyzed remindings we extracted a manageably smal-l set of index features su�cient to generate all of theremindings being considered.We have not yet subjected this proposal to extensivetesting through application in real systems. Obviously,we have not yet veri�ed that our theory will be able torepresent all that may be needed for cross-contextual re-mindings or that the content it speci�es will be readilyderivable from problem situations. It is, at this point,a solution by �at | a common starting point for ourindexing work. It will change and perhaps grow a littleto meet the functional demands of actual systems. Weexpect, however, that such a content-based theory of in-dexing will serve as a platform on which we can build acontinuing research program.The Universal Index Frame (UIF)To illustrate where a shift to focus on content leads, wepresent a single universal format in which all indices canbe written down. Our current version of the universal in-dex is a frame (or set of slots) and a partial speci�cationof allowed �llers. This form was chosen for its simplic-ity and ease of use by a variety of future matching andsearch algorithms.It is important to bear in mind that the format wepropose here is intended to represent indices for use inretriving memory items, and not for representing thememory items themselves. If a system has a memoryfull of stories, those stories need not look like these indexframes; stories will likely be far more elaborate structureswith more content in them. Any one story may havemany indices which capture di�erent aspects of the storyand indicate di�erent uses to which it may be put.The UIF is divided into 3 major sections: the globalslots, the context grid and the content grid (see �g-ure 1). The global slots contain index-relevant informa-tion that doesn't �t into either of the other two blocksdescribed below. Due to space limitations we will notdiscuss these or most of the other speci�c content slotsof the UIF. The context grid is a tabular arrangementof the actors who play a role in the case being indexed,and is intended to provide a way for the social contextunderlying these actor's motivations to inuence remind-ing; it contains personal and interpersonal themes. Thecontent grid is intended to represent di�erent views onthe facts of the case, for the most part interpreted in thecontext of the standard belief, theme, goal, plan, ac-tion, result intentional explanation chain [Schank 86].The context gridThe context grid establishes the thematic relationshipsthat exist between each of the agents acting in the case.The grid is NxN where N is the number of agents men-



ANOMALY: anomalySETTING: settingCONTEXT GRID:Agents/Themes agent-1 ... agent-Nagent-1 personal-theme-1 interpersonal-theme-1-and-N...agent-N interpersonal-theme-N-and-1 personal-theme-NCONTENT GRID:Slot-Names View 1 ... View N AnomaliesViewer agentView viewAgent agentAnticipatory-A�ect a�ectPre-Task-Belief beliefTask taskTheme themeGoal goalPlan planResult impactComplex-Result impactSide+ impactSide� impactResultant-A�ect a�ectPost-Task-Belief beliefDelta-A�ectDelta-BeliefTrade-O�Figure 1: An Outline of the Universal Index Frame (UIF)tioned in the index. Figure 2 is a sample context gridfor a possible index to Romeo and Juliet. There are fouractors: the two lovers and their two families. The re-lationships are column-dominant, meaning that in the\Romeo" column, the grid states that Romeo is a loverof Juliet and a member of the Montague family.The agents named in the context grid appear in theother parts of the indexing frame, and so the contextgrid can play an important role in matching two in-dexing frames together. To match Romeo and Julietto some other case, we might �rst determine which a-gents correspond by �nding related themes. If the caseto be matched were West Side Story, the lovers themewould make this agent correspondence easy. If the case

Romeo Juliet Montagues CapuletsRomeo lover familyJuliet lover familyMontagues member enemyCapulets member enemyFigure 2: A Sample Context Gridwere a corporate merger, �nding characters and groupswith analogous relationships might be more di�cult, butonce established, such correspondence would still facili-tate matching the rest of the frame.The content gridThe content grid provides a place to store those factsfrom the case selected as relevant to the index. The se-lected facts are classi�ed two ways: �rst according tohow they �t into the normal chain of intentional ex-planation (so the grid rows represent beliefs, emotions,themes, goals, plans, actions and so on); second accord-ing to which agents are involved (so each of the maincolumns represents one agent's view on some agent's in-tentions). Our discussion of the content grid breaks itinto 3 subparts: the column headers, the anomalycolumn and the column contents.Again, due to space limitations, we will not discuss thecolumn contents in this paper. We discuss the otherparts of the content grid because the notion of build-ing anomalies out of contrasts between di�erent viewssuggests a new taxonomy the anomaly concept class.In addition to view di�erence, we can look for a�ec-t di�erences, belief di�erences, task-, plan-, and goal-di�erences. This is one possible example of the focus onindex content leading to useful generalizations.Column headersThe content grid contains a variable number ofcolumns with each column corresponding to a partic-ular perspective on the situation being described. Thetop three rows of the content grid constitute the col-umn headers. The values of the slots in the header rowsspecify the perspectives being described in each column.The three slots of the header are: viewer, view, andagent.An examination of common remindings reveals thatthe di�erent perspectives on a situation are critical tomany remindings. We call the perspective that an indi-vidual has on a situation a view and the person to whomthe perspective belongs the viewer . In order to illustratethe importance of views, consider the following typicalsituations:� A person notices a di�erence between what he ex-pected to happen and what actually did happen.



� Two people have a di�erent opinion of what planto use in order to achieve a goal.� An observer is struck by the di�erence between theideal outcome of an action and the observed or per-ceived outcome.The viewer and view slots identify the perspectivesof participants in a particular case which qualify thecontent below them in the UIF. In the �rst situationdescribed above, the di�erence between an individual'sexpectations and observations implies two views: his ex-pected view and his perceived view. In this example,there would be two columns, one for the expected sce-nario and one for the observed scenario. The viewerin both columns would be the same individual. But inone column the value of the view would be expectedand in the other column the value of the view would beperceived. In the second example above there wouldagain be two columns, but this time one for each ofthe two people who have a view on the situation. Thusthere would be two viewers, but they would both havethe same view, ideal. To summarize, the values of theviewer and the view slots in a particular column de-termine the person whose perspective on a situation isdescribed in that column and which perspective that is.The agent slot describes the central participant inthe facts recorded in the column. The column corre-sponds to the actions of an agent as viewed by the viewer.The value of the agent slot determines the individualto whom the slots in the body of the index frame apply.For example, the frame describing the discrepancy be-tween what Fred thinks his wife should do and what hewants her to do would have two columns. The viewerin both cases would be Fred. The view would be idealin one column and wanted in the other. The agentwould be Fred's wife in both columns because she is theactor in the situation. The a�ects, beliefs, task, goal,plan, and impacts in the �rst column would correspondto what Fred (as viewer) thinks his wife (as agent)ideally should feel, think, do, and so on. Those valuesin the second column correspond to what he wants herto feel, think, do, etc.The anomaly columnThe rightmost column in the content grid is theanomaly column. It does not correspond to a viewof the situation but captures the important discrepan-cies between the views described in individual columns.Very often the crux of a reminding is the di�erence (oranomaly) between the views expressed in the columns ofan index frame. In the anomaly column is an expres-sion of the di�erences that appear between individualcolumns of the frame. For example, consider a storyin which Fred thinks his wife should choose Plan A toachieve a goal, whereas she thinks she should choose PlanB. If this reminded Fred of a similar dispute involvingcorrespondingly similar plans, the similarity should beexpressed in terms of the di�erences between Plan A

and Plan B.Retrieval: UIF vs Feature-BasedIndexingMany case-based reasoning systems use pre-de�nedatomic features to categorize all the cases in their case-bases. These systems then try to �nd the most appropri-ate cases quickly by using clever subset matching algo-rithms or by augmenting the index labels with numericalweights. The problem these systems face is the limita-tion in expressive power imposed by atomic indices, andthe inability of the matching or searching process to takeadvantage of the content of the indices themselves, (oreven to know which features should be compared). Theseproblems are the price this paradigm pays for tractabil-ity of the search process.The UIF recti�es these problems. Slot-�llers are con-ceived as memory tokens embedded in a conceptual tax-onomy and possessing substructure; thus there is no ar-bitrary syntactic restrictions on the expressivity of in-dices. On the other hand, with slots limited to containat most one �ller, the �xed format of the UIF providesenough structure to constrain what should be matchedagainst what. In those cases where appeal to the sub-structure of an index component prove necessary, thatsubstructure is available; yet, even in this case, the UIFprovides a common starting point and a semantics forthe part which together should help constrain the searchalgorithm.Our hope is that major parts of existing feature sys-tems can be subsumed under the UIF paradigm. For thisto be true, those features must be represented in termsof the �llers of the slots in the UIF. This is far >from aone-to-one mapping and generally calls for a much morecomplete semantic analysis of the cases in the domain.2The payo� should come in the form of a clearer theo-retical understanding of the sorts of features that mightmatter, greater consistency and ease of index represen-tation and coding, and the possibility of cross-domainremindings when within-domain experience fails.Fitting CHEF's Indices into the UIFThe CHEF system [Hammond 86] is an example of asystem that indexes knowledge in memory based on afunction-speci�c analysis of their use. CHEF's memorycontains three types of knowledge:� Previous plans: Previously-used plans indexedunder the goals they satisfy� Plan bug �xes: Methods used to �x bugs in pre-vious plans, indexed under the failures they repair2Sometimes, however, this will already exist, since a de-tailed representation is often needed later by other parts ofthe CBR system.



� Plan bug anticipators: Anticipators forpreviously-found plan bugs, indexed under the fea-tures that make them likelyA consequence of a general scheme for indexing suchas the UIF is that these three knowledge-bases, whichCHEF treats as disjoint, can be uni�ed while still beingindexed appropriately. Each of the three indexing meth-ods could be implemented by constructing indices fromrelevant subsets of the UIF slots and matching accord-ingly:� Previous plans: Match the goal with the givengoal in cases whose result was achieved goal.� Plan bug �xes: Match the anomaly with the giv-en failure and the goal with the given goal.� Failure anticipators: Match the goal with thegiven goal in cases whose result was a type of un-achieved goal.The use of a common, general indexing scheme suchas our proposed UIF would allow a CHEF-like systemto merge its knowledge-bases and describe its retrievalneeds in a general vocabulary.An ExampleOur lab holds internal research seminars with a slighttwist: \Friday Fights" lack the usual rules of deco-rum, and vitriolic attacks against presented ideas are notmerely allowed, they are encouraged. At one Fight, thepresenter was unusually tenacious. Despite strong, of-ten devastating, arguments against his ideas he refusedto capitulate. His bluster and insistence on �ghting onbegan to seem humorous.This reminded one observer of a scene in a MontyPython movie. Two knights are engaged in a duel. Onerefuses to admit defeat even after losing both arms andlegs | even after being decapitated. He insists that theother knight continue the �ght or else call it a draw.This reminding depends entirely upon intentionalanalysis. The situations share many features start-ing from the underlying competition theme, carryingthrough the abstract goals and plans adopted, and up tothe unexpected goal and plan choices. In both, the nor-mal victory goal is primary, and the commonoutperfor-m plan is adopted. Yet the observer, seeing obvious fail-ure and threat to the expected self-preservation goal,expects a new plan to be adopted. Neither the �ghtingstudent nor the �ghting knight seem to know when theyare beaten. Neither ever switches from their initial goalof victory to more pressing crisis goal of self-preservation.There is an expression for this sort of fool-hardy tenac-ity: \You just don't know when to quit." That point isillustrated in �gure 3 which shows the intersection of theindices for the two situations.

ANOMALY: inappropriate-goal-expectation-failureCONTEXT GRID:Presenter/Knight Audience/2nd-knightPresenter/Knight competitorAudience/2nd-knight competitorCONTENT GRID:Slot-Names View 1 View 2 AnomaliesViewer observer observerView expected perceived expectation-failureAgent presenter/ knight presenter/ knightTheme competitor competitorGoal self-preservationvictory inappropriate-goalPlan capitulate outperformResult block failSide� disconnect killedFigure 3: Overlap of UIFs for Example RemindingConclusionThis paper has shown how a di�erent methodologicaltack may lead to useful progress on a central problem inCBR. We have shifted our focus from algorithms andlabeling systems for speci�c problems to examinationof the general issue: what sorts of content can useful-ly play a role in generating remindings across domains.We suggest this may ultimately allow us to simplify andunify many existing systems | both their feature-setsand their matching algorithms | while providing addi-tional side bene�ts >from consistent index-coding such ascross-domain remindings. The ultimate bene�t will beto allow many more projects to proceed from this sharedbase and on to new issues; at ILS, we will continue todevelop the UIF and test it in a broad range of CBRprojects.The ultimate test of this approach to indexing will bewhen we can combine the case-bases from several pro-grams representing disparate domains and produce in-teresting unexpected remindings that cross the bound-aries of the original programs. A truly universal index-ing frame should support a universal case base. Whena lovelorn problem can remind our combined system ofa military battle, we will know we have designed a UIFworthy of the name.References[Hammond 86] Hammond, K. (1986) \Case-Based Plan-ning: An Integrated Theory of Planning, Learning,and Memory." Phd thesis, Yale University Depart-
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